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In a paper On a theory of linear differential equations in general analysisA

we considered the solution of the general linear differential equations

{A) Mi ( v ) = Dr¡ — a - Jan = 0,

(B) M2(n) = D-q -Jar] = 0,

(C) M2(v) - a0 = Drj - Jan - a0 = 0,

and their adjoints

(A') Ni(rj) =7^ + a + J^ = 0,

(B') N2(rj) = Drj + Jva = 0,

(C) N2 (rj ) - «o = Dr¡ + Jrja - a0 = 0.

In the case of equations (A), (B), and (C) we foundî that the general solution

of class !q' is expressible in the form

V = tc + Jrjo k + Vi,

in which 171 is a particular solution of the equation in question, 770 is a solu-

tion of equation (^4) whose Fredholm determinant is not zero, and k is any

function of the class Ä. Similarly, the general solution of equations (A'),

(B'), and (C) has the form
V = K + Jicrjo + Vl •

We found further that there is a unique solution of each of these equations

which satisfies an initial condition of the form

V (xi) = Ko,

where Xi is any element of X, and k0 any function of $.

* Presented to the Society, April 6, 1917.

f These Transactions, vol. 18 (1917), pp. 73-96. This paper will be referred to
as I in the sequel. With the exception of an additional condition on J in §§2 and 3, the

postulates and properties of the classes ÜJÍ', 2J?", $, $', and ÍÍ, and the functions a, t¡,

and k , and the operators / and D in the present paper are the same as in I.

î Cf. I, loc. cit., pp. 84, 86, 87.
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In Section 1 of this paper we consider the solutions of the equations (A),

(B), and (C), and (A'), (B'), and (C), whose values at two or more elements

of 3£ satisfy a linear relation, i. e., a linear boundary condition. Section 2 is

devoted to the definition of adjoint systems of boundary conditions. Section 3

derives the usual theorems concerning the interrelations of solutions of adjoint

systems. They are in the main similar to those derived in the first three

sections of the paper by Bôcher on Applications and generalizations of the

concept of adjoint systems* and include them as special cases. We have not

given particular instances of the theory developed in the following pages. It

is an easy matter to construct some of the more important ones along the

lines outlined in §§ 12-14 of I.f We might remark, however, that if we let

<$' = ty" = [0 Si p Si 1 ] and W = W = the class of all continuous functions

on the interval (0,1) and the operator J be the definite integral J~0l dp, we

have below a theory of linear boundary value problems for linear integro-

differential equations.

1. Boundary conditions. The boundary conditions which we consider are

linear in the values of the function v at two points Xi and x2 of the class 36.

The relations are further chosen so that the substitution of the general solution

of the differential equations (A), (B), or (C) reduces the determination of

the function k to the solution of a linear general integral equation of the

second or Fredholm type, i. e., one to which the Fredholm-MooreJ theory is

applicable.    Such boundary conditions have the form§

S ( r¡ ) = cri(xi) + Jffx V ( xi ) + dr¡ (x2) + Ja2 r\ ( x2 ) = 0 ,

S(v)   =  (T0 ,

in which ai, a2, and <r0 are functions of the class $, and c and d are con-

stants for which c + d 4= 0. By dividing by c + d, we get equivalent con-

ditions with c + d = 1. We assume in the sequel that c and d satisfy this

relation. In so far as the expression S (n) + o\ + o-2 is of frequent occurrence,

we denote it by S0 ( r¡ ).

In a similar way, we consider relative to the adjoint differential equations

(A'), (B'), and (C) boundary conditions of the form:

T(v) = crj(xi) + Jt)(xi)ti + dv(x2) + Jv(x2)t2 = 0,

T ( V )   = To,

* These Transactions,  vol. 14 (1913), pp. 403-420.

f Loc. cit., pp. 87-96.
% Cf. E. H. Moore: Bulletin of the American Mathematical Soci-

ety,  vol. 18 (1912), pp. 351-361.
§ If the classes <ß' = 9$" = [ 1, 2, • • ■ , n ] and J = 5", these conditions reduce to the bound-

ary conditions considered by Bounitzky: Journal de Mathématiques, ser. 6,

vol. 5 (1909), p. 68.
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where n, r2, and r0 are functions of the class $, and c + d = 1.    We set

To(v)  =   T (fj) + Ti + T2.

The following propositions are easily obtained by making the required

substitutions and rearranging the terms properly.

(1) S(Vi + v2)=S(m)+S(V2),

(2) S(JW) = JS(v)k,

(3) S(k + Jt,k) = k + JSo(v)k,

(4) So(vi + V2) = So(vi)+S(v2),

(5) S0(k + T) + Jtjk) = K + So(y) + JSo(v)k,

(1') T(vi + m) = T(í¡i) + T(r¡2),

(2') T(Jkíj) = JkT(rj),

(3') T(k + Jkv) = k + JkTo(î) ,

(4') To(m + v2) = To(m) + T(fo),

(5') 7o(k + í? + 7/cí?) = K+ 2To(í})+ JkTo(íí).

These propositions immediately give rise to the following theorems relating

to the systems

(1)   Í M^r>^> = Dr> ~ a ~ Jarl' ¡ Ni(rj) = Drj + a + Jrja,

So(n) =0, ViM To(ij) = 0,

.M2(V) = Dr, -Jar, = 0, | N2(rj) = Dfj + Jija = 0,

S(tj) =0, v"'   l    7(ÍJ) =0,

(3) {^i;ï=r (3'){^î!î=*0'1    S(r\) = cr0, I    1 (n) = to.

Theorem I. A necessary and sufficient condition that the system (1) [(1')]

has a solution is that the Fredholm determinant of S0(r,0) [T0(rj0)]be different

from zero, v0 [ijo] being a solution of equation (A) [(A')] whose Fredholm deter-

minant is not zero.

For if r,0 is a particular solution of Mx ( r, ) — 0. whose Fredholm determinant

is not zero, the general solution can be written

v - K + no + Jvo K,

and so k must satisfy the equation

S0(v) = k + So(vo) +JSo(vo)k = 0.
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This has the form of a reciprocal relation.    It has a solution and one only

if the Fredholm determinant of So(vo) is not zero.*

If S-1 ( i/o ) is the reciprocal of So ( Vo ), then we have the

Corollary.    If a solution 77 of class §' of the system (1) exists, it has the

form
77 = S~1(n0) + no + Jyo S_1 (rjo) •

Denoting, for convenience, by 770 tío] a solution of equation (A) [(A')]

whose Fredholm determinant is not zero, we get in a similar way by using

Propositions (3) [(3')]:

Theorem II. A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a solution

of the system (2) [(2')] which is not identically zero, is that the Fredholm deter-

minant of So(r]o) [To(rjo)] oe zero. If pi, • • • , p'n [pï, • • •, At»'] are a com-

plete set of linearly independent solutions of

p' + JSo(vo)p' = 0,       [p" + Jp"T0(vo) =0],

then the general solution of the system (2) [(2')] can be written

V   =   X) (ß'm  + Jnop'm)pZ, \rj=H Pm(Pm   + Jp'm  VO )       ,
m=l L i»=l _|

where p'^ [p'm] are any n functions of the class W." [9DÎ'].

In such a case, the system (2) [(2')] is said to have n-fold compatibility.

Using propositions (1) and (3) [(1') and (3')], and denoting by »71 [171] a

particular solution of equation (C) [(C)], we have

Theorem III. The system (3) [(3')] has a unique solution if the Fredholm

determinant of So (vo) [To(vo)] is not zero. If this determinant is zero, then a

necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution of this system is

that
Jk(S(Vi) -o-o) - 0,        [J(T(ni) -to)k = 0],

for every solution k of the homogeneous equation

k + JkS0(vo)=0,        [k + JT0(vo)k = 0].

A similar set of propositions and theorems can be derived if the boundary

conditions are linear relations in the values of the solution of the differential

equations at n points of 3£ : xi, ■ • •, x„.    For the equation (B) the conditions

take the form
»

SU) = X) ( (cm?7(xm) + J<rmr) (xm)) = 0, S(n) = o-o,
m=l

where ai, ■ ■ ■ , <r„, and <r0 are any functions of $ and Ci, • • •, c„ a set of con-

stants for which
Cl+ c2 + ••■ + cn =■■ 1.

* Cf. E. H. Moore: loc. cit., p. 354.
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2. On adjoint systems. Before taking up the definition of adjoint systems,

it will be necessary to add a further postulate on the operator J. In this and

the succeeding paragraphs, we shall assume that J has the following property:

If Jpö p' = 0 for every p' of the class 90?', then p0' = 0,
and

if Jp" p'o = 0 for every p" of the class 9JÎ", then p'0 = 0.

This property corresponds to the definite property P0 of Moore* when

<ß' = <ß» = <ß, and W = W = 9tt. We shall therefore call it the definite

property P0. It is equivalent to the following property, which is the form in

which we shall have occasion to apply it.

If Jkko = 0 or Jk0 k = 0 for every k of the class Ä, then k0 = 0.

We observe that J has this definite property in the finite case, and also the

instances (a), (b), (c) but not (d) of I.f

Consider now the system

M2(r,) = Dr, - Jar,,

(1)
Si(v) = Ciri(xi) + J<Tiir,(xi) + din(x2) + J<Ti2r,(x2).

We assume that the expression Si ( n ) is what we shall call linearly independent,

i. e., there exists another linear combination of r, (xi) and r, (x2)

S2(r,) = c2n(xi) + Jtr2iv(xi) + d2r,(x2) + Ja22r,(x2),

with Ci d2 — c2 di + 0, such that the equations Si(r¡) =0 and S2 (r,) =0

have the unique solution

r,(xi) = 0       and       n(x2) = 04

We can always determine the constants a and b with b #= 0 so that in

S2 = aSi + bS2,

c2 = Ci — 1,       d'2 = 2 — ci,

i- e.,

c2 + d2 = 1,       Ci d2 — c2 di = 1.

Evidently Si and S'2 will be completely equivalent to Si and S2, and we shall

assume in the sequel that in the S2 chosen, c2 and d2 have the character of

c2 and d2.

* Loc. cit., p. 361.

t Loc. cit., pp. 89-92.
X If W = "¡ß" = ( 1, • • •, n ), and J = S™S™ then this condition actually reduces to the

linear independence of the boundary conditions Si. A discussion of the above definition for

the case of linear integral expressions by L. J. Rouse will appear shortly.
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On account of the assumption relative to Si and S2, it is possible to solve

the equations

Ci77(xi) + J<Tn77(xi) + ¿i77(x2) + J<ri2 77 (x2) = -Si,

C2 77(xi) + Jo-2i77(xi) + d2n(x2) + J<j22n(x2) = S2,

for 77 ( xi ) and 77 ( x2 ) in terms of Si and S2.    If we substitute in the expression

Jrj(x2)r¡(x2) - Jrj(xi)r](Xi)

and collect the coefficients of Si and S2, these coefficients will be linear ex-

pressions in i) (xi) and rj(x2) of the form

cl r}(xi) + /í7(xi)tii + dl r?(x2) + Jjj(x2)ri2 = Ti(rj),

c'iv(xi) + Jrj(xi )th + d2 77 (x2) + Jrj(x2)r22 = T2(v).

We therefore have the identity

Jij(x2)V(x2) -Jij(x1)V(x1) =JT1(ij)S2(rl) -JT2(rj)Si(V),

and we note that on account of the condition Jp°, the Ti(ij) and T2(rj) will

be uniquely defined, if Si and S2 are given as functions of 77 (xi) and 77 (x2).

We call the expression N2 (ij ) = Díj + Jija together with the Ti(rj) so

defined an adjoint system of system (1).*

In order to obtain the relations between the constants and functions in

Si, S2 and T\, T2, we can proceed as outlined in the definition. The same

relations result however if we equate the coefficients in the defining identity.

This yields
c'i c2 — c2 ci = — 1,       dl c2 — d'2 Ci = 0,

Ci d2 — c2 di = 0, dl d2 — d2di = 1;

from which we conclude that

Ci = di,       di = Ci,       c2 = d2,       d2 = c2.

We find further

di 021 — d2 an + c2 Tn — Ci r2i + J (m <r2i — r2i an) = 0,

di <x22 — d2 ffi2 + d2 Tn — di T21 -f- J (th a22 — r2i <ri2 ) = 0,

* This definition is a generalization of the definition due to Birkhoff, these Transac-

tions, vol. 9 (1908), p. 173. Bounitzky (loc. cit., p. 73) gives a definition of adjoint which

may be generalized as follows: Si (77) and Ti (rj) are adjoint if for every i¡ (x¡), r¡ (x2),

í (Xi ), ij (Xi ) for which Si ( t\ ) =0 and Tx ( v ) = 0, we have

Jy ( X2 ) n ( x2 ) - Jrj ( Xi ) 77 ( Xi ) = 0.

If Si and 7Ti are adjoint according to our definition they will also be according to the Bounitzky

definition, and conversely on account of Jp». The Bounitzky definition does not however

seem to lend itself so readily to the derivation of the results of this section and the next.
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Cl CT21  —  C2 CTn -f- C2 T12   —  Cl T22  + J (ti2 IT21   — T22 (Tu)   =  0 ,

Cl CT22  —  C2 0"i2 -\- «2 T'12  — »1 T22  "T" J ( Tu Gvi  — T22 C12 )   = 0 .

These equalities express the fact that the system of kernels

Ci T2i — c2 Tu, di T21 — ¿2 Til,

C2 Til  —  Cl T22 ,    d2 T12 — «1 T22 ,

are the reciprocals of the system of kernels

d2 cru — di 021,       CI2 C12 — ¿1C22,

Cl CT21  —  C2 (Tu , Ci ö"22  —  C2 C12 .

If we add the last four equations, we get the following symmetrical relation

C22 + 0"21 + Tu + T12 + J ( Til + T12 ) ( 0"22  + C21 )

= CTu + <Ti2 + T21 + T22  + J ( 1"21 + T22 ) ( Cu +0-12).

With the aid of these relations we verify without much difficulty that

Toi(rj) + <S02 ( V ) + JT 01 ( V ) S02 ( V ) - T02(rj) - S0i ( r, )

-JT02(v)Soi(r,) =ij(x2) +v(x2) +Jij(x2)r,(x2)

- rj(Xi) - r,(xi) - Jrj (Xi) V (Xi) ,

where

7oi(Í7 ) = Ti(fj) + Tu + T12, T02(v ) = T2(rj) -\- t2i-\- T22,

Soi(n) = Si(r,) + an + <Ti2, S02(r¡) = S2(r¡) + cr2i +<r22.

We therefore have

Theorem I.    If Si (r,) and Ti(rj) are adjoint, i. e., if we have identically

JUx2)r,(x2) -Jrj(xi)r,(xi) = JTi S2 - JT2 Si,

then we also have identically

V (x2) + v(x2) + Jrj(x2)r,(x2) — r¡(Xi) — r, (xi) — Jrj (Xi) r, (xx)

= Toi + O02 + 7Toi 002 — T02 — "d — «^^02 Soi.

The same relations between the a and t in the light of their reciprocal

character give

Theorem II.   If Ti and T2 are adjoint to Si and S2 then from

Ti(rj)=0       and       T2(ij)=0

it follows uniquely that

rj(xi) = 0       and       v(x2) = 0,

i. e., Ti(rj) is also linearly independent.
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The element of arbitrariness which enters into the definition of the adjoint

Ti of Si is taken care of in the following

Theorem III. If S2 be replaced by any other S'2 which has the same character

as S2, and if we denote by T\ and Tl the corresponding adjoint expressions, then

there exist functions ki and nl of the class $ such that

Ti = Tl + JTl ki
and

Tl = Ti + JTikI,

i. e., Ti and Tl are essentially equivalent.

For if we solve the relations

Si = Ci77(xi) + Jo-nn(xi) + dm(x2) + Jffi2v(xi),

S2 = c2r¡(xi) + Jo-2it)(xi) + d2r¡(x2) + Jo-22n(x2)

for 77 ( Xi ) and 77 ( x2 ), we find

77 (xi) = di Si — di S2 + Jt2i Si — Jth S2,

v ( x2 ) = Ci S2 — c2 Si — Jt22 Si -f- Jti2 S2.

Substituting these values in

S2 = c277(xi) -f- Ja'21 77 (xi) + d277(x2) + Ja'22n(x2),

we find
S'i  = S2 + J ( K2 Si + Ki S2 ) ,

where «i and k2 are functions of the class $, depending on <r'2i, a22, m > tu ,

T21, and t22 .    We therefore have

^(x2)t7(x2) -,7iJ(xi)77(xi) =JTlS'2-JT'2Si

= JTl (S2 + Jk2 Si + Jki St) - JT'2 Si

= J(TI+JTIki)S2-J(T'2-JTIk2)Si;

from which on account of the uniqueness of Ti it follows that

Ti = Tl +JT'iKi.

In a similar way we obtain the other relation of the theorem.

3. On the solutions of adjoint systems. Before taking up the relations

which exist between solutions of adjoint systems we note the following lemmas.

Lemma I. If n is a solution of equation (A) and 7} a solution of the adjoint

equation (A'), then we have for every set of adjoint expressions Si, S2, Ti, and T2

Toi(v) + S02(v)+JToi(rj)S02(v) = T02(rj) + Soi(v) + JT02(v)Soi(v) .
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For by Theorem IV of § 11 of I,* we have for every pair of solutions r, and ñ

of the adjoint equations (¿I) and (A')

rj(x2) + n(x2) + Jrj(x2)r,(x2) = rj(xi) + n(xi) + Jfj (xi)r, (xi).

Our lemma is then an immediate consequence of Theorem I of the preceding

section.

Lemma II.    If r, is any solution of the system (2) [(2')]

M2(v)=0,      Si(v)=0,      [N2(ij) = 0,       ri(«)-0],

then S2(r,) [ T2 (rj) ] is a solution of the equation,

S2(v) + JToi(v)S2(n) =0,       [T2(íj)+JT2(íj)Soi(v) =0],

where rj [n] is any solution of equation (A') [(A)].

Let r, be a solution of system (2). Then if t?0 is any solution of equation (.4),

ijo + V is also a solution of equation (^4). Further by proposition (4) of § 1,

we have
Soi (Vo + y) = Soi(rio) + Si(r¡) = Soi (i?o),

So2 ( »/o + r, ) = S02 ( r,o ) + S2 ( n ).

Applying Lemma I to the solutions r,o and r,0 + n, we have for every solution rj

of the adjoint equation (^4')

Toi(y) +S02U0) + S2(v) + JToi(v)S02(vo) + JToi(ij)S2(r,)

= Toi(rj) + Soi(r,o) + JTo2(rj)S0i(vo)

= Toi(rj) + So2(i7o) + JToi(v)So2(vo).
Hence

S2(v)+JToi(v)S2(t,) =0.

The proof for the lemma in the brackets runs parallel.

We are now in position to derive the following theorems.

Theorem I.   If the system (1)

Jfi(i?)=0,       Soi(t?)=0

has a unique solution, then the adjoint system (1')

Ni(ij)=0,       Toi(v)=0

also has a unique solution and conversely.

Suppose r, is the unique solution of system (1), and let ijo be any solution of

equation (A'), whose Fredholm determinant is not zero. Then by Lemma I

we shall have for r, and rj0

So2(v) + ^01(170) + JToi(vo)So2(r,) = To2(rjo).

* Loc. cit., p. 87.
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If we consider this as an integral equation in S02 (77 ), it has a unique solution,

viz., the value of So2(í?).    Hence the Fredholm determinant of T0i(rjo) is

not zero, which by Theorem I of § 1 is a necessary and sufficient condition

for the existence of a unique solution of the system (1').

Theorem II.    If the system (2)

M2(r,) = 0,       Si(t?) = 0

has n-fold compatibility, then the system (2')

N2(ij)=0,        Ti(rj)=0

has also n-fold compatibility, and conversely.

Let Atí, •■ -, m» be a complete system of linearly independent solutions of

the homogeneous equation

M'+-/Soi (770)At' = 0,

770 being a solution of equation (^4) whose Fredholm determinant is not zero.

Then by Theorem II of § 1
n

77   =   X (Pm  + JnoPm)Pm
m=l

Ail' being arbitrary, is a general solution of system (2).    By Lemma II

n

S2(t7)   =    X, (Pm  +  JS02 (Vo)Pm)p'm
î»=l

will satisfy the equation

K + JToi(rjo)n = 0,
i. e., we shall have

n

Z2{p'n + JS02 (v)p'm  + JToi (rjo) (p'm.  + JS02 (v)ßln) ) Pm   =   0.
7» = 1

Since the p',ñ are arbitrary, We conclude that the equation

At' + JToi(rj0) At' = 0,

7jo being a solution of equation (A') whose Fredholm determinant is not zero,

has a set of n solutions

p'm + JSo2 ( 770 ) M»i •

These solutions are linearly independent.    For suppose they were not.    Then

there would exist n constants Ci, • • •, c„, such that

n n n

^lcm(p'm + </S02 ( 770 ) mI ) = 11cmp'm + J S 02 ( y 0) ücmp'm = 0.
m=l m=l m=l

Let
n

Z^i Cm Mm   =  M   •
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Then for every p" the function

r, = p' p" + Jr,o p' p"

will satisfy both of the conditions

Si(r,)=0,        S2(r,)=0.

But from our assumption relative to Si and S2 it follows that

n(xi) = 0,       77(3:2) = 0,

from which we have p' = 0, which is contrary to our assumption that the p'm

are linearly independent.    It follows therefore that the expressions

p,„ + JS02 (rio)ßm

are linearly independent.

Now if the linear equation

p' + JToi(ijo)p' = 0

has at least n linearly independent solutions, then the adjoint linear integral

equation

p" + Jp" Toi(rjo) =0

will also have at least n linearly independent solutions, so that by Theorem II

of § 1, we know that the system (2') has at least n-fold compatibility.

By following through a similar line of reasoning, we show that if the system

(2') has m-fold compatibility, the system (2) has at least m-fold compatibility.

But from this we conclude that m = n, which is the desired result.

Since 0-fold compatibility of system (2) yields a unique solution for the

system (1), Theorem I may be regarded as a corollary to Theorem II.

We note further that in the course of the proof we have extended Lemma

II to

Lemma lia.    Every solution k of the equation

k + JToi(vo)k = 0,        [k + JkSoi (vo) = 0]

when rjo [r,o] is a solution of equation (A') [(A)] whose Fredholm determinant is

not zero, is expressible in the form S2(r,) [T2(fj)], where r, [rj] is a solution of

the system (2) [(2')].

Theorem III. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a

solution of the non-homogeneous system (3) [(3')]

M2(v) = a0,        Si ( r, ) = (To , [ N2 ( rj ) = a0, Ti(rj) = t0]

is that

I     Jrjao =  — JT2(rj)o-0, I     J&o V =  — Jt0 S2 (r, )

for every solution rj [1,] of the adjoint homogeneous system (2') [(2)].
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Suppose 77 is a solution of the system (3).   Then if we let rj be any solution

of the adjoint system (2') and apply Green's Theorem G2*

J(íjM2(v) + N2(rj)r¡) = Jrj(x2)r) (x2) - Jtj (*i) 7? (xi)

= JTi(ij)S2(V)-JT2(rj)Si(r,),

we get at once the condition of the theorem, i. e., the condition is necessary.

On the other hand, the condition is sufficient.   For if 771 be a particular

solution of equation (C), and 7} be a solution of the system (2'), we get by the

Green's Theorem G2

Pjrjao=  -JT2(rj)Si(Vi).
t/ar,

Applying the conditions of our theorem, we have for any particular solution 771

of equation (C) and every solution rj of system (2')

JT2(ij)(SL(Vi) -<ro) =0.

By Lemma lia however, every solution of the equation

K + JkSoi ( 770 ) = 0

is expressible in the form T2(fj), i. e., we have for every such k

Jk(Si(Vi) -<r0) =0.

By Theorem III of § 1, this is sufficient for the existence of a solution of

system (3).

Ann Arbor, Mich.,

February, 1917

* Cf. I, loc. cit., p. 86.


